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found myself wanting in many things, which I thought 

at first it was impossible for me to make, as, indeed, 

as to some of them, it was; for instance, I-could never 

make a cask to be hooped. I had a small runlet or 

two, as I observed before, but I could never arrive to 

the capacity of making one by them, though I spent 

many weeks about it; I could neither put in the 

heads, nor join the staves so true to one another as 

to make them hold water, so I gave that also over. 

In the next place, I was at a great loss for candle, 

so that as soon as it was dark, which was generally 

by seven o’clock, I was obliged to go to bed. I re- 

membered the lump of bees’-wax with which I made 

candles in my African adventure, but I had none of 

that now; the only remedy I had was, that when I 

had killed a goat I saved the tallow, and with a little 

dish made of clay, which I baked in the sun, to which 

I added a wick of some oakum, I made me a lamp; 

and this gave me light, though not a clear steady 
light, like a candle. In the middle of all my labours, 

it happened that in rummaging my things I found a 

little bag, which, as I hinted before, had been filled 

with corn for feeding of poultry; not for this voyage, 

but before, as I suppose, when the ship came from 

Lisbon, What little remainder of corn had been in 
the bag was all devoured by the rats, and I saw no- 

thing in the bag but husks and dust; and being will- 

ing to have the bag for some other use (I think it 
was to put powder in, when I divided it for fear of 
the lightning, or some such use), I shook the husks


